Magnetic resonance imaging of bone after radiation.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed in 22 patients at various times (0-3) years) following radiation therapy to the spine. T1 and T2 weighted images were obtained at 0.5 Tesla. Increased signal was seen after 800-6000 rads (8-60 Gy). Marrow effects corresponded to radiation ports. Recurrent tumor was clearly separated from fatty replacement. This was much better seen on T1 weighted images. Five patients that had MRI during their course of radiotherapy (XRT) did not have increased signal on T1 images of the bone marrow. The earliest fatty marrow change was seen nine days following completion of 3000 rads (30 Gy) XRT over one month's duration. One patient who received 800 rads (8 Gy) to the upper thoracic spine for eosinophilic granuloma had no radiation effects on MRI when imaged 16 days following completion of XRT given over five days. Fatty marrow change was seen in this patient on MRI six months later. MRI was particularly useful in defining the extent of prior radiation effects when repeat therapy was needed.